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The Music of Burr Van Nostrand

“We had never heard anyone like him before, and we haven’t since.”

Malcolm Peyton
Composition faculty, New England Conservatory of Music 

Burr Van Nostrand’s music, although both born from and deeply rooted in the anti-war counterculture avant-garde of the 1960s and 70s, remains as strikingly fresh 
and timeless today as when it was first performed. Van Nostrand’s music is marked by an acute sensitivity to instrumental color and texture, extreme sonic contrasts, 
gestural freedom, and a signature ensemble fluidity achieved through the use of very precise and detailed conventional notation combined with extraordinarily beautiful 
graphic notation, resulting in music that places very high technical demands on the performer and at the same time allows for the flexibility and freedom of improvisation. 

Van Nostrand’s music moves seamlessly between metrically precise passages, those that are designated as “senza misura,” and those that are purely graphic. 
Spellbinding textures abound in this music—the textures draw you in, take you to a faraway place, then return you to your current time and location, utterly 
transformed. Each of the meticulously hand-drawn scores in Van Nostrand’s catalogue is visually stunning. 

Van Nostrand is a native Californian, a San Diego surfer, a thumb-your-nose-at-convention 1960s counter-culturalist; wonderfully radical, but with the rigor, 
seriousness of purpose, and thorough knowledge of the classical music canon that would garner the respect of the most uptight serialist composers. It is not surprising 
that Van Nostrand would ultimately study composition at the New England Conservatory of Music with Robert Cogan, the pioneering composer/theorist known for 
his groundbreaking work in tone color analysis and his multicultural analytical and compositional view.

Over time, Van Nostrand developed his own very idiosyncratic compositional approach and notational conventions and created a catalog of works that are 
prophetic precursors of much that was to happen in new music in the 70s, 80s, and 90s. Due to the extreme technical demands of his works, these pieces have not been 
heard publicly since the late 1980s; Van Nostrand’s music has had few performances and has not received the full attention it deserves until now. His last completed 
work, Nightlines (1989), was commissioned by Chamber Music America for the California EAR Unit, after which he retired from composing (he remained active as a 
professional cellist until 2000).

Because of the extraordinary efforts of Malcolm Peyton (former Chair of Composition at NEC), Jason Belcher (composer/performer), Gina Genova (Executive 
Director of the American Composers Alliance), and others, this music is now being re-introduced for a new generation of listeners.
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Evocation of Quetzacoatal
for 3 Violoncelli

Copyright 1969, 1997, 2020 Burr Van Nostrand - American Composers Edition (BMI)
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